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Background

Enhancement of environmental quality of coastal waters impacted by point and diffuse nutrient sources is increasingly recognized as a globally established objective to restore and increase resiliency of coastal ecosystems to the advantage of coastal communities, and is a key part of the EU Water Framework Directive (Borja 2005). Highly enriched aquatic environments experience ecological instability, requiring synergistic mitigative mechanisms for nutrient reduction that are economically tenable. These mechanisms are principally manifested through nutrient management programs that reduce or increase efficiency in nutrient application, or enhance nutrient sinks (Paerl 2009). Bivalve culture has been advocated as a means to mitigate eutrophic conditions through top-down biofiltration control of primary production and enhancement of biogeochemical cycling (Ferreira and Bricker 2016; Petersen et al. 2016; Rose et al. 2014). While traditional mussel culture has focused on human food product quality with secondary nutrient extractive impacts, cultivation techniques maximizing nutrient extraction (i.e. mussel biomass) exhibit intriguing potential in terms of remediating coastal water quality (Nielsen et al. 2016). This type of culture, Mitigation Mussel Culture (MMC), emphasizes reduced grow-out periods, minimizing operational costs, and strategic deployment. Given the complex conditions in which to assess potential for MMC techniques at reducing nutrient loading, the status of scientific consensus on the ecological contributions of intensive mussel culture is not resolved (Petersen et al. 2012; Rose et al. 2012; Stadmark and Conley 2011). This is particularly relevant to contemporary science as there is a paucity of commercial-scale experimentation of mitigation bivalve culture, where systemic complexity can be observed (Petersen et al. 2016).

Biomass harvested through this type of extractive culture technique demonstrates potential to return nutrients back to the land and into other food systems in the form of high quality protein and lipid source in animal feeds (Afrose et al. 2016; Jönsson and Elwinger 2009; Larsen et al. 2013). Fishmeal has historically been an important protein in animal feeds provided its balanced amino acid profile and high digestibility, yet its supply has stalled relative to demand from burgeoning animal production; particularly finfish and penaeid aquaculture (Olsen and Hasan 2012). While many carefully formulated fishmeal and fish oil-reduced diets have shown promise, higher replacement levels may also require synthetic essential amino acid (EAA) supplementation or contribute to alterations in fatty acid metabolism and diminished composition of the finished product. Concurrently, the expansion of organic animal production requires sources of sustainable marine proteins and lipids, while the use of fishmeal is becoming increasingly limited in this market. The conversion of a water quality ailment to a natural high-quality feed source fulfills multiple simultaneous objectives in sustainable food production and coastal management.

Study Outline

Mitigation Mussel Culture will be introduced conceptually, as well as the means by which its efficacy will be evaluated. Multiple ongoing experiments assessing 1) cultivation practices
maximizing biomass yield, 2) benthic impacts of MMC, 3) seston depletion effects, and 4) differential biochemical compositions of MMC between separate eutrophied water bodies will be described and initial data points will be presented. Integration of MMC themes through physical and Dynamic Energy Budget modeling efforts will presented in a detailed framework, as well as tools to be developed for investigating future expansion.
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